In-house Cantonese Video Programmes (Catalogue)

1. **As Time Goes By I**  (25 mins per episode)
   A1: Pottinger Street and Lan Kwai Fong
   A2: Shanghai Street
   A3: Boundary Street
   A4: Portland Street
   A5: Hong Lok Street
   A6: Spring Garden Lane
   A7: Staunton Street
   A8: Queen's Road A9: Castle Peak Road (Yuen Long Section)
   A10: Stanley Street
   A11: Lei Yue Mun
   A12: The Western District and Des Voeux Road
   A13: Tai Ping Shan Street
   A14: North Point
   A15: Temple Street
   A16: Nam Cheong Street

2. **Hong Kong Families**  (25 mins per episode)
   B1: Bees keeping: Po San Yuen
   B2: Tai O
   B3: My father's restaurant
   B4: Making of traditional Chaozhou food and shoes
   B5: Sauce making shop and snake seller
   B6: Cantonese Opera performers & herbalists

3. **Hong Kong Geology**  (25 mins per episode)
   C1: The Rising Sun: Fishing and tea planting
   C2: The Lost World: Natural environment and wild life in the north-east of the New Territories
   C3: Understanding of Hong Kong Island's geological history
   C4: Hong Kong Marine Parks
   C5: The islands
   C6: Hong Kong's rare animals
   C7: Feng Shui Forest
   C8: Sai Kung
   C9: Bamboo
   C10: Yan Tong
   C11: Shell collection
   C12: Tai Mo Shan
C13: Hawks and climbers
C14: Ravine
C15: Temples on Lantau Island
C16: A Chau
C17: Tai O
C18: Castle Peak
C19: Monkeys
C20: Waglan Island
C21: Insects
C22: Sea Cave
C23: Tombolo

4. **Fragrant Harbour I** (25 mins per episode)
D1: The study of Hong Kong history
D2: The early settlers
D3: Farming
D4: Rural architecture
D5: The shipping industry
D6: Western architecture
D7: Development of local transportation
D8: History of church activities in Hong Kong
D9: History of education in Hong Kong
D10: Charitable institutions
D11: Folk religions
D12: Police force and public order
D13: Military defence
D14: Macau
D15: Relationship between Hong Kong and Macau
D16: The origin and development of markets in the New Territories
D17: Yuen Long Market - Old and New
D18: Traditional trades & crafts
D19: Hakka women
D20: History of Hong Kong postal service
D21: Hong Kong currency
D22: Local newspapers
D23: The Japanese occupation
D24: Concentration camp
D25: Historical development of Hong Kong Island
D26: History of the Urban Council
D27: Infrastructure
D28: Huapao (Floral shrine) & calendar poster
D29: Post Office
D30: Youth centre
D31: Photos & paintings
D32: Football
D33: Sing-song girls in traditional tea house
D34: Immigrants from the mainland China

5. Cultural Heritage

E1: Advertising film paintings (7 mins)
E2: Jingzhe (insect-waking day) (10 mins)
E3: News agency (9 mins)
E5: Jade industry (12 mins)
E5: Traditional and modern cobblers (7 mins)
E6: Hong Kong coinage (9 mins)
E7: Wedding traditions (10 mins)
E8: Bean curd (10 mins)
E9: Chinese herbalist shops (12 mins)
E10: Fishermen (10 mins)
E11: Bamboo scaffolding (6 mins)
E12: Pawnshops (7 mins)
E13: Temples (11 mins)
E14: Chinese Lunar New Year (4 mins)
E15: Lion-head making (8 mins)
E16: Tong Sheng (Chinese almanac) (3 mins)
E17: Unicorn (14 mins)
E18: Chaozhou candies (7 mins)
E19: Stamp design (6 mins)
E20: Wushang (Traditional Chaozhou food, offerings to gods) (6 mins)
E21: Hong Kong stamps (12 mins)
E22: Chaozhou wedding traditions: Presenting betrothal gifts (6 mins)
E23: Wing Sing Street (5 mins)
E24: Joss sticks making (9 mins)
E25: Gold foil making (11 mins)
E26: Gold foil sticking (3 mins)
E27: Hong Lok Street (5 mins)
E28: Man Wa Lane (3 mins)
E29: Knife making (9 mins)
E30: Lichun- Beginning of spring (2 mins)
E31: Herbal collectors (4 mins)
6. **Collective Memories**  (25 mins per episode)

F1: Buildings of the 1960s
F2: Rural life in the 1960s
F3: Women in the 1960s
F4: Men in the 1960s
F5: Children in the 1960s
F6: Ethnic groups in the 1960s
F7: Development of Hong Kong in the 1960s
F8: ICAC
F9: Manufacturing industries in the 1960s
F10: Children in the 1970s
F11: University students in the 1970s
F12: Secondary school students in the 1970s
F13: Emergence of cultural identity in Hong Kong in the 1970s
F14: Development of RTHK in the 1970s
F15: Drama and educational programmes of RTHK
F16: Old photos
F17: Public market
F18: Snacks
F19: Soccer matches in the 1960s